Docker images are built by layers, yet the current implementation has major inefficiencies that makes rebuilding of an image unnecessarily slow when changes in bottom layers are required. In this paper, we propose a code injection method that overcomes these inefficiencies by targeting only the changed layer and then bypassing Docker's layer checksum process.
I. INTRODUCTION
When deploying an application on a single machine can no longer match its expanding usage, A developers split it into microservices, and deploy them on multiple machines. They package modules along with its dependencies in an image to guarantee consistency across platforms, and deploy these image in containers which are running instance their images. For system level processes, developers use the Linux Container (LXC) which uses Linux namespace, a kernel feature that partitions a set of resources for a set of processes exclusively, along with control group (cgroup), a kernel feature that limits and isolate machine resource usage [1] . On an application level, Developers use Docker that builds an image from instructions given in a Dockerfile. Docker reads each run line of instruction which is made up of an "Instruction" and its "Argument", executes it and stores resulted files in an image layer. Each Layer generated will be assigned a permanent UUID in sha256; and each revision of a layer will be given a checksum in sha256. These values are stored in an image's manifest, so Docker knows which image a layer belongs to and which revision it should use. If a developer changes the content of a layer, the layer's ID remains the same, but its checksum varries. Fig. 1 shows docker building an image layer with id b248b9e23166 from a command "FROM python:alpine". Notice after each build, Docker informs the user of each layer's ID. To examine what command each layer correspond to the user can run 'docker history image:tag'. By default, all layers are stored in '/var/lib/docker/aufs/diff'. The developer can export the image by 'docker save image:tag > file.tar' and load it by 'docker load < file.tar'. The layer by layer architecture speeds up the image building process and makes it more flexible. When docker create a new image it first searches its layer registry to find if an exact image layer has already existed. If Docker finds such layer, it keeps a reference to the layer and proceed to the next layer even if the layer is from a completely different image. This process is called "layer deduplication" and is used most commonly for common base layers such as "From ubuntu". When building a new revision of an image, Docker uses layers built in previous revisions for layers that are not changed. This process is referred to as "caching", and is used when building a new version of image where only small portion of the code is updated. 
A. Docker Layer Caching (DLC) Mechanism
When the developer runs build command, docker looks at the following criteria to determine whether or not to use the cache [2]: 1) Use the parent image as the starting point, pull out its manifest and examine checksums and UUID of its child images to see if the new build is identical as the existing image. If true, skip build.
2) Examine new version of Dockerfile to see if instruction
has been added, removed or altered, if true, remove or alter the corresponding layer. 3) For 'ADD', 'COPY' that are altered, compute checksum of updated files, compare it against existing files if the checksum does not match, 'COPY', or 'ADD' new files to build. The checksum uses sha256 hash algorithm and last modified and last accessed time are not taken into consideration. If they match, use cache. 4) For operation commands including but not limited to 'RUN', 'CMD', 'ENTRYPOINT', Docker checks the literal message without checking the corresponding files. for example, for command 'RUN apt install ubuntu' the literal command is checked instead of comparing every single files of ubuntu in the new version against the old version. In this paper we will discuss the inefficiency of Docker's deduplication and caching process that resulted in unnecessary layer rebuilds. We propose a code injection method that bypasses Docker's rebuild mechanism, injects changes directly into the targeted layer(s), and reconfigures layers' checksum to bypass integration test. This method effectively eliminates image layer rebuild in programming languages where code are directly interpreted, and that only content has been changed. The method effectively transform image layer rebuild process from O(n) time to linear O(1) time for the aformentioned scenario. The result is demonstrated on a experiment executed across 3 different machines, each for a total of 1000 trials. In the test cases, the method was able to shorten a 40 minutes layer rebuild down to 20 ms, an 120,000 times increase in build speed.
II. INEFFICIENCY IN DOCKER'S DEDUPLICATION AND CACHING MECHANISM
When building an image, if a layer already exists in Docker's registry, Docker simply adds the image's UUID into the image's manifest so that it becomes a part of the new image. Docker then proceeds to build other layers. If the code concerning one layer has been altered, Docker builds a new layer and changes the layer pointer in the new image to point to the newly created layer. The old layer is preserved and is still referenced by the old image. The old layer can be deleted only if all reference to it removed. By this mechanism, no matter how small of a change, a layer always have to be rebuilt. Although an image broken down into layers already helped modularize an image such that Docker does not need to rebuild an entire image each time a new version is tagged. Having to perform rebuilt of a full layer is nevertheless wasteful and unneceserary in many situations.
A. Uneven Distribution of Layer Content
When Docker builds an image, the size of layers are not evenly distributed. Many configuration type layer such as the ones beginning with instructions "ENV", "ENTRYPOINT", "CMD", and "Label", where the layer contains one instruction that describe the application rather than performing a command such as "ADD", "COPY", or "FROM" where contents are added or changed or altered. There is a large size disparity among these 2 types of layers. When a layer is small, building the layer itself incurs significantly higher overheads than building the items in these layers. When small layers stack together the compile time accumulates.
B. Rebuilding a Large Layer for Small Change
When a large Layer is updated, the system needs to rebuild the entire layer action that is needed, because a layer is the smallest Docker addressable image component. If a line of little significance in a enormous project is updated, the entire layer that imports the poject must be updated. Take the extreme case of changing one line of comment in a 20Gi image as an example. Changing a line of comment does not change any running mechanism; however, as Docker detects a change, it rebuilds the entire layer which cost about 40 minutes as the experiment we performed below shows.
C. Layer Falling through
Most projects import code early in a Dockerfile. In example of Fig 2, the Dockerfile command "COPY . ." at line 2 copies all file in current directory into image. After the initial image build, If the developer then alters files in the project's scope. When Docker detects a change in layer 2, it rebuilds every layer starting from layer 2 to the end. This fall though occurs as the later image are build based on an earlier image. If Docker detects a "ADD" or "COPY" type change, it redo all "RUN" or "ENV" type change even though they are unrelated and concerns different changes. Compounding layer fall through, and rebuilding the entire image layer, one would get a significant delay in the image build process. Coupled with the complex deployment scenarios, building images for large applications becomes extremely time consuming. Sometimes updating a single layer would take more than 10 minutes in a 20GiB application given complex build requirements: conda, make etc. Modern software development process encourages a build after each small incremental change such that a pipeline checks for whether the new feature update works as intended. This becomes problematic when we have a high demand of builds but a low throughput of build runtime which is clogged up by long build time.
III. PROCESS A. Code Injection
High level languages such as Python, PHP, Perl, Ruby, and Javascript are written in literal text and run as it is. The code is picked up by an interpreter pre-installed on the system. This means when an image is built, the application code itself is directly packaged without the need to compile. Removal of compilation removes a layer of obfuscation. Newly edited code can be compared side by side against original code to identify where the changes occur as Fig. ?? shows. If the developer has made changes that only affect one layer, which would usually be where the code is "COPY"ed, it is quite overkill to build a new layer and all layers after it.
In the code injection method we propose, we first use Docker's system mechanism to pull out the old image and proceed down the Dockerfile line by line to check which layer has been changed. Once such a changed layer is detected, determine what type of change this is: 1) 1. A content change 'ADD' or 'COPY' 2) 2. A configuration change If it is a type 1 change, decompose the original layer and obtain a collection of files. This can be done in 2 ways. The explicit way is to export the image with docker api 'docker save image name:image tag > archive name.tar'. Docker outputs a bundled archive of the specified image, containing the image's manifest and its layers. Each folder of these layers are contains a layer.tar, manifest and a json. The content are stored in the layer.tar file and put into a directory named after its UUID. Examining this bundle, developers will be able to compare files from existing image with the files in the current directory. After the change is determined, inject the new code into the files in the image, and save changes. The implicit way is to look at image's manifest and the '<image sha256>'.json file. As Fig. 3 shows, the manifest details an array of IDs of all its layer, and the way they are organized, whereas the <image sha>.json contains each layer's checksum, update trace, xxx and yyy of the image. By default, all layers are stored in '/var/lib/docker/aufs/diff'. Knowing this changes can be made to the layer directly without having to export the image or import the image. Removing an intermediate stage, decomposing implicitly is much faster than explicitly as experiment shows below. 
B. Checksum bypass
At this point the content of layer.tar is changed and so will its checksum. Docker uses sha256 algorithm to detect file update and file corruption.The SHA256 algorithm is a cryptography hash function and used in digital certificate as well as in data integrity [3] . With a given data of any length, the sha256 algorithm pad the data so that the legnth is a multiple of 512 bits [4] . Then split the data into chucks each of 512 bits long: M (1) , M (2) , ..., M (n) . Use H 0 as a fixed initial hash value base, sequentually compute
where C is the SHA-256 compression function and + is wordwise 2 3 2 H (N ) is the hash of M. The eventual output of SHA-256 is always a 256 bits hash as its name suggests. This gives a total possibility of 2 256 or roughly 1.16E +77 combinations.
Having such an enormous amount of combinations, SHA-256 is extremely unlikely to run into collision and none have been reported so far. Yet in our case, we do not need to break the SHA-256 uses to check the integrity of image layers. Given that we have the, the id of the layer to be changed, and the original checksum. We can search for all occurances of the original checksum in image's '¡image id¿.json' file. Then inject code, and compute the checksum of the new layer using Linux built in functions: "sha256sum f ile name". Replace the previously located old image hash with the new ones. This way we update both the key and the lock SHA-256 to bypass integrity test which was put in place to ensure no corruption in the layers. On the other hand, if a type 2 configuration change is detected, let Docker perform the update since a configuration layer is an "empty layer", rebuilding the image does not lead to change in checksum.
C. redeployment
Merely changing the image layer's checksum in image's json bypasses the integrity check locally and lets user run the image smoothly. But this is not without some major concerns. When Docker pushes the image to a remote registry, the integrity test would not pass, because the image will use each layer's id to fetch the same layer id from remote, and compare checksum trace. After the code injection, the checksum of local layer vs the remote layer changes meanwhile the layer's id remain constant. The user cannot change remote image's inner content. This prevents the same checksum bypass being used in the aforementioned strategy. In addition if injecting the code changes the content of the layer without changing the ID, other image that are should have remained using the content from the old layer has no choice but to use the new content. To address these concerns, before code injection, we will clone the layer in local registry so there are 2 identical layers. Then operate Code Injection and Checksum bypass on one of the layer. When completed, generate a new Layer ID associate with new layer. Then inject the reference to the new layer into image manifest and json to replace the old layer id. Now this image will be accepted by the remote registry as an updated image.
IV. PERFORMANCE AND BENCHMARKING
We compare the performance of rebuilding a image after changing a file between using the original method from Docker and the proposed code injection method, in four different scenarios:
1) Python one line project 100 trials inject 1 line 2) Complex Python project 100 trials inject 500 lines 3) Java one line project 100 trials inject 1 line 4) Complex Java project 100 trials inject 500 lines We took the two extremes: a small project with little changes and a complex project with a lot of changes. Either way, it is demonstrated that the time taken by the proposed method is ranges from xxx times to xxx times faster than Docker's original method, with a p value of xxx.
V. DELIVERY AND LIMITATIONS
This could be a docker plugin, but for the sake of this report demonstration (aim to finish this in one week, let's do a script. External script would definitely drag down the speed, let's just optimize it to be faster than the current solution )
Because this uses literal injection, integrity cannot be guaranteed for compiled programming languages as compiling to binary code may behave differently than their original program code. Minor discrepancies can possibly lead to great disaster. Multi layer injection is possible but not within the scope of this paper. The concept would be similar.
